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on the rear, we find the dual sd card slots, the 3.0-inch
display. the olympus e-pl9 is less than half as big as
the e-m1, so there's a lot more room to shoot. the rear
of the camera has 3 buttons to change the shooting
mode (from still image, to movie, and to video
recording). olympus summarizes the olympus e-pl9 as
being "built for family and adventure" with an
emphasis on "watchability" and "still images and
videos with personality." these are the primary
strengths, as on the other hand there's no built-in nd
filter, no flip-up screen, no flip-out electronic
viewfinder, no shooting interval timer, and no flash.
you can easily use a small flash such as the yongnuo
yn560-iii that is compatible with this camera to
illuminate the bright background or even under low
light conditions. however, when flash is used, about 50
percent of the light is reflected, with only the
remaining 50 percent directly transmitted through the
lens to the scene. the new nikon d5, on the other
hand, is equipped with a significant vibration reduction
(vr) and will allow you to see much better in low light.
selecting from the 19 af points, with 11 of them being
cross type points, the camera can focus quickly on
subjects anywhere in the frame and can even track
fast moving subjects. alternatively, the af can be set
to one shot af -- a dedicated, single af point with focus
lock chosen after pressing the button. for those
occasions where a little depth of field is required,
there's the dynamic range optimizer mode, which
allows the camera to adjust the settings on the fly, so
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that the final photograph is limited in brightness,
contrast, and exposure, depending on the scene being
photographed. for even greater quality, the olympus
om-d e-m1 mark ii is the world's first full-frame 35mm
video camera, so superior image quality is assured,
but video is generally recorded in 4:2:2 rather than the
24bit 4:2:2 that is available from other leading
cameras. the e-m1 mark ii also records hd video at
either 30p or 25p frame rates, with 2160 x 1440 pixels
video resolution and 6.5gbit/s internal recording
(4:2:2) or 10gbit/s for hd (4:2:0). other fun modes
include the sweep panorama, movie [ex] fisheye, the
advanced creative power modes, the new sweep
panorama, the live composite mode, sweep panorama,
and the movie [ex] fisheye, all plus a new sweep
panorama mode.
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the most significant limitation of the avchd-
compressed video recordings at the higher bitrates is
that you can't use the data rate information from the

control panel as a playback measure, as with still
images. the control panel uses the information only to
select the file type -- on newer cameras, it's also used
to set the exposure mode and white balance, but it's

not used to set the compression quality. however, it is
possible to set the maximum-bitrate size for the files

(and the file type) by using the physical tape-recording
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deck control wheel. further, the a77 offers the same
frame rate selection options as the newer alpha-series

dslrs, offering 30 and 60fps (read: 30fps and 15fps,
respectively) raw video recording modes, as well as a

60fps 30-frame continuous-shooting mode (read:
60fps, 30 frames per second). while the still

photography and movies recording modes can be
combined, the still images can also be recorded in the
raw format -- as can the mov and avchd files that are

captured during movie recording. in a move to provide
better video recording performance, the sony a77 can
now record avchd files up to 50mbps in 1080/60p, and

stills can be recorded at avchd 50- and 60-mbps in
720/30p. it's obviously possible to use the higher

compression settings if you're willing to use the more
processor-intensive avchd in the higher bitrate (and at
50mbps, the file sizes are large enough that we don't
expect it to provide any significant advantages). since
the camera has reduced its noise-reduction circuitry to

a minimum when capturing video, but includes a
6.0-stop noise reduction mode in the still-recording

mode, we would have expected to see avchd recorded
in the maximum bitrates with similar-to-normal stills
quality, not the increased stills quality we instead get
when the camera is set to 50mbps avchd. 5ec8ef588b
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